Selective displacement chromatography in multimodal cation exchange systems.
A library of displacer analogues with varying degrees of electrostatic, hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding moieties was evaluated for their ability to enhance the selectivity of multimodal (MM) chromatography under high loading conditions. The library was screened for displacement of model proteins using a robotic liquid handling system and selective batch separations were achieved for proteins that were inseparable with linear gradient chromatography. Trends in protein displacement were identified and displacers with higher hydrophobicity and net charge exhibited improved protein displacements. Proteins that interacted with the resins primarily via electrostatic interactions were more readily displaced than those that possessed a significant hydrophobic contribution to their binding. In addition, multimodal displacers were found to be more selective than single mode electrostatic displacers. Column chromatography studies were also carried out and baseline separations were achieved for model protein pairs using selective displacement. Finally, operation of these columns in the desorption mode resulted in baseline separation of model proteins which were not separable by selective displacement chromatography. This study indicates that the inherent selectivity of MM resins can be augmented by the selectivity of the displacer under non-linear competitive binding conditions, creating new opportunities for protein separations not possible using traditional gradient operations.